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Empowering The Legal Industry for the Future
Unified Software, Platforms and Systems
OneVuex integrates technology used every day
with greater connectivity and functionality,
eliminating barriers between systems, so users are
more productive, achieving faster, more confident
business insights and results.

OneVuex + Microsoft Solutions
OneVuex integrates Microsoft and other vendor
technologies through a single familiar interface,
optimizing processes, organizational intelligence
and security while minimizing IT maintenance.

Recent market disrupters exposed government inefficiencies,
including outdated legacy systems, on-premises networks, siloed
agencies, and security vulnerabilities. Government agencies were
quickly challenged to shift – requiring greater operational agility;
major changes in work processes; demand for remote access and
collaboration; and advanced security to address major cyberthreats.
Modernization is critical but advanced technology, integrated systems,
cloud-based solutions, and advanced security come at a cost.

Expected Business Results
Achieve greater results, IT cost savings and up to
40% improved productivity. Self-empowered legal
teams find, access, combine, share, and analyze
information wherever it resides, with mobility and
advanced cloud security.

OneVuex Integrates Microsoft and Other Technologies for Greater Adaptation

OneVuex Unified Systems

One System, One Familiar Interface
OneVuex is a digital workplace platform
that intelligently integrates Microsoft and
other applications and platforms (on-premises
to cloud), displaying combined results through
a single familiar interface.
With OneVuex, integrate, create, find,
analyze, and share all sources of information
and workflows with advanced security and
controlled access for more productive
workplaces.
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Hyper-Jump to the Next Level of Innovation
OneVuex advances Microsoft solutions, integrating content, data, and functionality with
non-Microsoft apps and platforms, creating technology greater than the sum of its parts.

Examples of Advanced Functionality:
OneVuex runs the code of all
connected solutions as a singular
code – constantly innovating as new
technology is introduced and
integrated
Searches in SharePoint retrieve M365
files, AND media, live emails (without
opening Outlook), and data in other
platforms like SQL Server
OneVuex searches across systems with
Bing, retrieving internet results AND
folders, files, emails, data, media, and
Teams meetings specific to the request
and user without recalling filenames
Using Microsoft AI, OneVuex creates
Digital Subject Management Cards,
organizing related information so all
sources of content are accessible in a
single record

With permissions, data in Platforms
like SQL, Salesforce, and Oracle can be
accessed, managed, edited, and
shared in OneVuex, reflecting changes
at the source
Information in Platforms like SQL,
Salesforce, and Oracle can be
related/connected to M365 files, Power
BI data, and other information
OneVuex “instructs” Microsoft security
to recognize non-Microsoft technology,
extending protection to all connected
solutions
OneVuex securely shares libraries,
folders, or files external to the
organization, collaborating as an
extended team
Information in on-premises and legacy
systems is accessible via mobile devices

The Future is Now With OneVuex

OneVuex and Microsoft – Advanced Security for the Modern Workplace
OneVuex and Microsoft take computing and security to the next level
protecting your business from today’s sophisticated threats
OneVuex seamlessly integrates Microsoft business and security solutions across
all connected applications, platforms and systems (Microsoft and nonMicrosoft), delivering true system integration, greater productivity, and the
most advanced security on the planet.

Microsoft serves billions of customers globally, aggregating security data from
a broad and diverse spectrum of companies, organizations, and consumers.
With a global team of thousands of security professionals and cutting-edge
artificial intelligence, processing trillions of raw security signals daily, billions of
complex predictions and millions of automated actions are generated to
protect customers and make the internet a safer place.

Microsoft Security Signals
Over 24 trillion daily security signals
AI powered predictions
Human analysts, expertise, and insights
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Endpoint
threats blocked

Identity
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Email
threats blocked

This is the OneVuex – Microsoft difference.

8500+
experts

$25 Billion
Investments over
next 5 years

July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021
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OneVuex Advanced System Security
OneVuex provides the most advanced security integrating and extending Microsoft Security
to non-Microsoft solutions, on-premises to cloud.
Integrated Microsoft Threat Protection Products
Microsoft Azure Sentinel

See and stop threats before they cause harm, with our cloud native
SIEM that aggregates logs from all company sources (OS, application,
antivirus, database, or server logs), analyzing large quantities of data,
searching for anomalies and threats - smarter and faster with AI.
Eliminate security infrastructure setup and maintenance, and elastically
scale to meet security needs—while reducing costs as much as 48
percent compared to traditional SIEMs.

Microsoft 365 Defender

Prevent, detect, investigate, and remediate attacks across your
identities, endpoints, apps, email, data, and cloud apps with full XDR
capabilities. Investigate and respond to attacks with out-of-the-box,
best-in-class protection. Hunt for threats and easily coordinate your
response from a single dashboard.

Microsoft 365 Defender
for Cloud

Protect your multi-cloud and hybrid cloud workloads with built-in
XDR capabilities. Secure your servers, databases, storage, containers,
and IoT devices. Focus on what matters most with prioritized alerts.

(formerly Azure Security Center and
Azure Defender)

OneVuex Security Provides

Multiple Security Layers,
MFA, SSO Cloud, Secure
Device Sign-on

Integrates security systems
and tracks devices

Email and Communication
Encryption

Extends Security from cloud to
on-premises and legacy systems

Entire System Replication,
not unreliable backup

OneVuex and Microsoft – Your Line of Defense In Today’s Market

OneVuex – New Age of IT
OneVuex and Windows 365 provide more powerful computing with less complexity,
eliminating out-of-control costs associated with the management, upkeep and uncertainty of
outdated IT.
Now networks are designed with a push of a button, deployed throughout the entire organization.
IT infrastructure is standardized, reducing the need for IT specialists and outdated skill sets.

IT is free to focus on innovation, instead of managing and repairing obsolete systems.
Experience dramatic cost reductions and control your IT budget to focus on improving
productivity and your ROI.

How much could your organization save if you could eliminate…
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Remote
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Unexpected IT
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Transition at your own pace, with no disruptions to your4 business.

OneVuex Premier Support
The most comprehensive customer and technical support offering
With OneVuex Premier Support we’re with you every step of the way.
OneVuex and Microsoft provide the most comprehensive support plan to ensure your
success as you transform to the Modern Workplace. We start with a customized digital
transformation roadmap specific to your business. If any issues arise, Microsoft Engineers
provide expedited services. To support your team, we offer comprehensive training, and
we help you plan for future innovations.
Here’s what you can expect:

Customized Digital
Transformation Plan

As digital transformation accelerates, you
must innovate faster and be more agile in
today’s competitive marketplace.
Leveraging the best, flexible customer and
technical support plan and personalized services is
paramount to making the most of your
technology investments. That’s what OneVuex
Premier Support and Microsoft deliver.

✓ OneVuex and Microsoft
Premier Engineers for
planning, implementation,
deployment, migration,
optimization, and
maintenance
✓ Microsoft Security Risk
Detection
✓ Workload Optimizations
✓ Design Assessments
✓ Technical Implementation
Assistance

Customer and
Technical Support
✓ Designated Microsoft
Support Engineering
✓ Priority Queue Access to
Microsoft Support Engineers
✓ 24-7 Break-fix Support for
OneVuex and Microsoft
Cloud, Hybrid and Onpremises Solutions and
Services

Optimization Plan

✓ Proactive Service
CommunicationsSeparate
to identify
service issues andStorage
minimize
disruptions
✓ Access to best practices,
reference architectures, and
additional resources to
envision new solutions
✓ On-line | On Demand Training

4

Ready to Transform to
the Modern Workplace?
Next Steps
 Questions?
 Schedule a Demonstration

 Learn more: www.onevuex.com

Appendix

Dan Bates
President, Greater Hamilton Chamber of Commerce

4 years using OneVuex

Productivity
OneVuex created tremendous efficiencies. We can access, find and share information within the team
and externally with our board and members. We were able to outsource our finance position, gaining
greater expertise at a lower cost. OneVuex creates a secure interface to the financial group so we can
work together as if they were in our office. We collaborate, share information, submit receipts, view
accounting files, review income and expenses. We connect information from Chamber Master
(membership database), QuickBooks, excel spreadsheets, through a customized, easy to read dashboard
getting up to the second insights on our performance – anywhere, anytime.

Mobility

OneVuex‘s
Value to
Customers

I work with businesses in the field. I use my cell phone a lot and with OneVuex, I can conduct business
just as easily as if I were in the office. I can access and find all my information in our databases, files,
emails, etc. I can even set up quick video conferences wherever I may be. When COVID hit, it didn’t
impact our operations, strategy or workflow for a single day. With OneVuex, we have tremendous power
and can be a truly mobile workforce.

Security
We have sensitive member and board information and share confidential documents. With OneVuex all
our documents, data and emails are protected. We can share information through the system, without
sending attachments or paper documents. With OneVuex, I don’t worry about hackers, invasion, or
safeguarding our data and confidential information.

Cost Savings
Noticeable improvements came fast. With the old system, an IT rep was fixing something twice a month
at an additional cost of ~$150 per visit – over an above our contract. Eliminating this, we saved 7% in
our budget. We also eliminated charges for storage, security, file sharing, maintaining and fixing
equipment. We weren’t losing information anymore and I could eliminate the budget line for
unexpected IT expenses. OneVuex works, the cost is predictable and there’s no additional charges for
assistance.

